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, Abstract

This thesis examines the challenges to the techniques and conven~
.- 'C' ,

tlons of nineteenth-century Realism-stili the dominant frame of reference.
of Iiter~ry studies-by recent postrnodern Brl~sh fiction. Such novels as

MidnigMs Children by Salman Rush~le. Waterland by Graham Swift. Flaubert's
, ..

Parrot by Julian Barnes and Lanark, by Alasdair Gray. among others, In-

•stall what are re~ognizably Realist' conventions and concepts and then

subvert them from Within the very conventions they seek to transgress.

Not only do th75e novels undermine Realist literary conventions. however,
.

they also call Into question the Ideology behind them. The: novels thus

draw attention to notions of common sense. truth, meaning,' and Value
~ ,

not as' normal', natural and neutral. but as Ideologically produced. Cha~
. \. '

~ -_ .

....·--ter One. therefore. provides ,a background to, and synopsis of, Realist

dictates In the light of critical theories':"'New Criticism, reader-re~ponse
, ;' , '

critldsm. structuralism and post-structuraHsm-:-:-which developed, In: part.

as reactions to them.

o The novels discussed in Chapter Two raise questions about tradition-
"~

al Ideas of narrativ~ history such as linearity. _factual docuJ1lentatiori. and.
emphasis on the primacy of the individual subject. They" argue that his-

'tory is not something whi~h can be known- as an' unmediated whole. ~
but which. because written. is subject to the same poetic processes as

fiction.. These "historiographic mecafictions", also concern thelr.selves with. ,;","".

- ,
iii
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examlnlng\.h~w the' Individual Is created as. a subject In ideolog~hap

ter Three. then. expands on this In a discussion of the .·per.formatlve

.
aspects of postmodern fiction and Its conGern. 'wlth:;the ways In which

roles-of novels..of characters. Qf, readers-are created. Chapter Four dis-

.' cusses tlle - mediation of 'Realist techniques --through visual art and film,

and the. Conclusion points .tQ the prevalence of Realist conventions h1

popular culture. where postmodern .,technlques are, U'sed to mask,'rather
#

)

""...-

•
than subvert Realist Ideology.
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Preface

",

Camel ... did not seem to be particularly old. but he had

been doing his Ph.D. thesis aJi long as anyone coulq

remember, Its tlde-'Sanltatlon In Victorian Fictlon'-seemed

modest enough: 'but. as Camel would patiently explain. the

absence of references to sanitation was as. significant a,s

the presence of the same, and his work thus embraced

the entire corpus of Victorian fiction. Further. the Vlctorl-
, .

an period was be~t unders~ood as a period, of transition

-tn which the comic treatment of human excretion In the'
l'

eighteenth century was suppreSsed. or sublimated in terms.
of social reform... until It re-emerged as a source of liter-

ary symbolism in the work of Joyce and other moderns.

Camel's preparatory reading spread out in wider and wider
, '

circles. and it..often seemed that he was bent on exhaust-

Ing the entire resources of the Museum library before com

mencing composition, Some time ago a wild rumour had

'I~ swept through Bloomsbury to the effect that Camel had

written his first chapter. on the hygiene of Neanderthal· .
"Man .... "v-.

David Lodg~.

The British Museum is Falling Oown

, I

,-- - •

Writing about Iitera(y. movements requires definitiohs. and trying to"
"

'\
define Realism and postmodernism is a task which partak~s of similarly.

wide circles. wild rumours and ever-receding historical references to the

ones Camel encounters above. For the purpo~s of this study, Realism.

1

....-
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as ( discuss in Chapter One. Is limited to the literary conventions (and.
c:

their Ideological I Implications) which· were developed in nlneteenth--century

England and -france as a formula for the literal transcr'lptlon of "reality"
\, • -. >

• I . ~

'Into art. The debate over Realism Is one which has existed since Plato..,.

and Aristotle. and Realism Is. even now. a dominant fTame of reference. .
for literary criticism and evaiuatlon. My focus In this study is on the...
challenge to literary Realism by postmodern techniques and conventions

I
which seek to subvert the assumptions that Realism and its related

Ideology-what w~ usually call liberal humanism-have encouraged read-

ers 'and teachers of literature to think of 'as "natural." "normal." and

"neutral." C~'mmon sense and the transparency of language-as, well as

subjectivity. truth. meaning.' and value-are terms' and concepts which a~e

.still on the syllabus of the academy. and which postmodern novels try-:

to question and draw attention to as conventions.

( ,

.. ~ .

The term I,'postmodern" has had a troubled, and hotly disputed b~
4

ginning. However. despite the problems with ,the term itself-its relation ''

to modernism. the ~e~n!ng. of "post. .. the perlodlzation Implied by the,
.'

reference to modernism. and Its co-opting of the modernism it apparent-

Iy seeks to transgress";'it has nevertheless entered the language, although

..

..
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am·what It designates Is still very much' rt Issue2• In the· ser:tse that

using it throughout this study, post!T'0dern Is not a synonym for

, - con.temporary. Techniques that 1 discus? In relation to such novels as.

John- Fow'les' T~e M~gus (1966, 1977). Salman Rushdle's Midnigflt's CMld;en
• •

(1981). or' Peter Ackroyd's Hawksmoor (1985): are equally '~pparent in
--- ~,,>

Miguel de Cervante~' Don Quixote (1604, 1614) or Laurence Sterne's" The
'i,

•... ,. . ..
Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy (17;<)"-67). How~ver.•the frequency of

\

I· •

('

\. ,.., .". .

such techniques hi novels written since the' nineteen sixties has -demand-
<l _ ., .

ed that critical attention should be paid to them. Linda Hutchepn

~

descrlbe~ the postmodern as the :'contradictory phenom.enon that uses .'

and abuses. Installs and' then subvert:$.., the very" conCe~ It c~es-'
. 0-/ • ..

be it in literature: painting,' sculpture, film, Video.' dance.: television. mus--

ic. philosophy. aesthetic theory.' psychoanalysis. linguistics or historiogra-

phy" JI987, 10). Similarly, Jean-Franc;ois Lyotard. in Tlie Postmodern-Condition.

'. characterizes th, postmodem as possessing an ,"'ncredulity toward metanar- ,

ratives" (xxiv). and Craig Owens, in "The Discourse of Others: f\rninists

\an~ Postmodemlsm." calls It ~, "crisis' of cultural a~thority" specifically'

" the authority vested in Western European culture and its Institutions"

(57). It is this subversive aspect of postmodern techniques· that r have

ahosen as, my focus' and" definition..
,'-

.,

I

: '.1..•~ '. -.



,Both have been designated as the products of vario·us. stages In the' V'. . \ .

development of capitalism. either caused by its .rlse. or 'as. evidence of-
Its, decline. (see. for example:· Becker 1980, g-39: Newma'n'.J:985; callnes-

-........ .
cu 1984. 239-254; Jameson 1984. 53-92: Eagleton -1985, 60-73). These

issues are certainly Import~t ones, but at' the' risk of a chapter on

Realism In Neanderthal Man. I I:tave limited my discussion of Realism ~
\. '.

and postmodernlsm to effects rathe.r than causes1,

The "canon" I have chosen is largely British. with the exception of,

" .
the finai chapter which Includes, a discussion of popular (Canadian and

American)~culture and Stephen King's novel_Mistry. rrhere, because I want-

ed to discuss Realism in popular cultu're. I had to reJy on my INorth

American) experience of It. Stephen King, though. Am~rican. was chosen'

." .as a typical figure). Not only has a great deal of ·work been done on

the postmOdern American novel. or "Surfiction" to use Federman's and

Sukenick's term, but recent British postmodern fietion see.ms to be more

closely and more interestingly tied' to the Realisttradi.tion. Surfletion such
.~c., :.

as that of William Cass, Raymqnd Federman." Ronald Sukenick or Donald
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Barthelme plays:, with the conventions of Realism In a much more overt

way. TYP9graphlcal complexity. as well as obvious and often strident play

, . "

with the reader. give the Realist conventions much,less authority. However,

many of the texts In t'1. study flrmlY.lnstall Retlist technIques,' and In

some cases seem at fi~ to be Realist textsi Graham· Swift's Waterland
\

. \ is a good example. It is clear· from these te~ts· that postmodernist. tech-
,

(p

niques challenge Rea~st conventions from within the very conventions they

wish to subvert.

.

" . Postmode~tlon. then. plays (seriously) with the structures of authori-

ty. It eXists In the liminal space between power and subversion. which
I '

is the space of' exploration of this s~dy. The structlJre of these texts

seems to" acknowledge that" Realism still has contr91 over the way in
(

which literature is read. taught and evaluated. But. ~ as we shall see. post-

modern challenges to this authority suggest that' possibly. ultimately, Real-

ism doesn't .... . ,

". -

. .
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I Marx and Engels. used Ideology to mean illusion or "false co!'sclous-

ness." It has also been used as a designation 9f-a.......rigld system ~f be

lief (usually Matxlst). which is not founded In experience. In the sense
l' .

that I am using It throughout this study. Ide910gy Is a' general system

of beliefs held by a given group which are powerful ~ because' unexa

mined. These beliefs are unconscious because they create preconceptions

usually assumed to be a reflection of the "way it Is."

• ,

For furtherlnformatfon see Raymond WI/IIams. Keywords (Glasgow: Collins.
,

'1976). 126-130. o·

r
2 For, the terms of' the debate see: Brian McHille. PostmodernisL Fiction (New

, .
York and London: Methuen. 1987); Douwe Fokkema, and Hans Bertens.

eds.. Approaching Postmodernism (Amsterdam and Philadelphia;, John Benja

mins. 1986); 'Hal Foster. ed.. Postmodern Culture (London and Sydney: Plu

to,.' 1~83t Jean-Fraric;ois Lyotard. T~e Postmodern Condition: A R!~ort on
Knowledge (~inqeapolis: U of Minnesota P. 1984); Linda Hutcheon. TSle,
Poetics of P.ostmodernism: History. T~eory, Fiction (New York and London:

Methuen. forthcoming).

} For i discussions of the social and political reasons behind the rise of
\ -- . . .

Realism see: Terry Eagleton. -LiLerary T..~eory (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota

P. 19~3); George J. Becker. ed.. Documents of Mqdern Literary- Realism (Prince

ton:" Princeton UP. 1963): George J. Becker) Realism in Modern Literature

(New York: 'Ungar. 1980); Damian Grant. 'Realism '(London: Methuen. 1970);

Patrick Parrinder. Autfrors and AutJlOrity: f:.. Study of English' Literary Criticism

and its relation to Culture 1750-1900 (London: Routledge. 1977); Ian Watt.

T(,e Rise of tne Novel (Harmondsworth: Penguin. 1957). F.W.). Hemmings.

ed.. Tne Age of Realism (Harmondsworth: Penguin. 1974).

)

.'.

• ,•..'J. ~
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CHAPTER, ONE

REALISM AND "ITS DISCONTENTS
'"

Men can do nothing without the make-believe of a begi~

nlng. Even Science. the strict measurer. Is oQliged to start

with a make-believe unit. and must fix on a point in the·

stars' Hnceaslng journey ~heri his sidereal clock shall pre

tend that time is at ~ou~t. Hi9 less accurate grand

mother Poetry has always been understood to start In the

middle: but on reflection' it appears that the proceeding

is not very different from his: since Science. too. reckons

backwards as well as forwards I divides his unit into bil

lions. and with his clock finger at Nought r~ally sets off.

in medias res. No retrospecf will ta~e us to the true begi~

ning: and whether our prologue '.be in heaven or on earth.

it Is but a fraction ,?f that all-presupposing fact with which

our story sets out.

George Eliot.

Oaniel Deronda

---

.....

In Julian Barnes' novel Flaubert's Parrot. Geoffrey Braithw~ite! a

Flaubert enthusiast. tries to Identify the "real" stuffed parrot which served

as Flaubert's ~nspiration for Loulou in Un coeur simple. Finding the true

7
--=-
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parrot. he feels. would be tantamount to finding the author's true voice

and. as Braithwaite dl~s:overs. this is a difficult eaqk. Having found one

authentic parrot. he Is moved to feel he "had almost known the writer"
'\

(16). Having found another. he feels rebuked: "The writer's voice-what

makes 'you think It can be located that easily?" (22),

Braithwaite is only Intermittently self.·conscious about his attempt to'
·t • ~

find the "true" Flaubert through this and other relics of his, Iiff, although

he is well aware t~at ~ert "forbade posterity to take any personal

interest In him" (16). He ~gnlzes tha!_t~e past is "autobiographical

criticism pretending to be parliamentary report" (92). and tnat the "truth"

, about Flaubert Is. as difficult to authenticate as are the various stuffed

parrots. Nevertheless, .Braithwaite is obsessed by the 'minutiae of Flaubert's

every movement. He tries to reconsfruct the past to the ....extent 'that
-',

he tries to be both Flaubert and Louise Colet. Flaubert's mistress. His .

attempt at scrupulous_ documentation sometimes extends to' the ridiculous.

Having read that F1aubert "watched the sun go down over the sea and

declared. that it resembled a large' disc of redcurrant jam" (92). Braith-

waite writes to the Grocer's Company Lo find out if an 1853 pot of

Rouennais jam would have been the same colour asa modern one.

Assured that' the colour would have been very similar he writes. If

. '.

'.
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somewhat bashfully. "So at least that's all right: now we can go ahe~d

- .
and confidently Ima,glne the. sunset" (93). While his obsession with

documentation Is almost maniacal where Flaubert's life is. concerned. Braith-
•,:

-Q . -waite- derides with confident Irony those critics who try to -treat fiction

as documentary- history:

r

..
I'll remember Instead another lecture I once attended. some

years ago at the Cheltenham Literary Festival. It was given

by a professor at Cambridge. Christopher Ricks. and it was

a very shiny performance. His bald head was shiny; his

black shoes were· shiny: and his lecture was very shiny

Indeed. Its theme was Mistakes In Literature and.-Whether

They Matter. Yevtushenko. for example, apparently made

a howler In one- of his poems about the American night-,

Ingale. Pushkin was quite wrong about the sort of military

'dress' worn at balls. John Wain was wrong about the
.... to

Hiroshima pilot. Nabokov was wrong-rather surprising'

this-about the phonetics of the name Lolita. There- were

other examples: Coleridge. Yeats and Browning were some

of those caught out not knOWing a' hawk from a handsaw,

or not even knOWing what a handsaw was in the first

place (76).

The point of thiS is that' if "the factual side of literature becomes

unreliable. then ploys such as irony and fantasy become miJch harder •

to use" (77). In other words~ the' Iit~rariness of the text is dependent

upon the veradty of the' facts. ..
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Interestingly. the 'novel as a whole pl?ys with precisely this notlon~

...
Braithwaite accumulates a vast amount of Information about Flaubert. but..
this knowledge' only' ~akes him Flaubert~s parrot. 'For Felicite In Un coeur

,simple. the parrot Loulou, has mystical. religious connotations. ,FInding the

"real" parrot. h<?weve;'~I~not give Braithwaite any mystIcal I!"SI.ght Into

either Flaubert or h'lJ fiction. The facts do not le'ad. as he hopes. they
, .

.will. to truth.' Flaubeit's Parrot uses the Realist convention ofhls\?rlcal

documentation In order to give the novel an illusion of reality. It does.

.
after all. contain references to real people"':"Gustave Flaubert. Enid Star- ..)

kle. ChristopHer Ricks-and places-Rouen. Trouville. Crolsset. That these
", \.,.

people exist or existed is verifiable in the. "Ricksla'n" ~ense. However,
. .

they exist in the novel not as objective facts. but as determined by. ..
;

. the fictional Braithwaite's p,erceptlonof them. Indeed. they become fic;.;~

,
'tional constructs. both because of this. and because they are. framed

, within the covers of a novel. Through metafictional techniques the novel
:.. .. ;. /

creates .le~els '. of fiction and "reality" .and questions the Realist assump-

tion that truth and reality are absolutes. Flauberc's Parrot is typical of

contemporary metafietional texts in that. while it challenges Realist con-.

ventlons. it does so. paradoxically. from within precisely those same
l
cC?n~

ventions. Metafiction often _~ntains its own criticism. and the novels which

play with Realist codes criticize. as this one does. their own:"- use' of

"
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them. More generally, they call into question the basic suppositions made

popular by nlneteenth~century Realism.

.Jhe Realist movement endorsed a particular way of looking at a.Tt
-- '4

and life ~s though there was a direct correspondJnce between the two....

The critical method, then. Involved charting the similarities and differ-

ences between experiential reality and the artist's transcrlptlpn of It. a~

sumlng, of course, that experiential reality was common. to' all. Geoffrey. , '
"L,.-.

Braithwaite and "Christopher Ricks" In Flaubert's Parrot are In this sense, ~

'.Realists. In fact, however. Realism has little to do with reality. It is.

rather, a crltlcal construct which developed in a particular soclai and

Ideological context. Nevertheless, some manifestations of the Realist move-

ment still have currency. particularly. as Flaubert's Parrot suggests. the
,

notion 'that art is .a means to truth beCause the artist has a privileged

.insight Into a common sense of 'what constitutes "reality." In a sense.

even Geoffrey Braithwaite's touristy enthusiasm is the result of this suS"

pect belief. His example, however. is followed by all those similar e~

thuslasts who . look for Michael Henchard's house in Dorchester or Romeo

and Juliet paraphernalia in Verona. Recently. the English National Trust

. .' ".

decided to refashion the Suffolk landscape to make it resemble C?nsta
i
j-

ble's painting The Hay Wain, and a series of huge timbers found in
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~

the River Stour have becom.e news items because they' may be fr~~
'_.

the boat that Inspired Constable's' Boat Building Near Flatford Mill. All

of these are examples of a fascination with Realism.

,

As a literary movement. I Realism was first formulated In mld~
• <

l -'
nineteenthpcentury France. although it soon gained currency in England

and the rest of Europe: The term first appears In ,France In 1826 when

1

a writer in Mercure Fran¢Jls comments that "this literary aoctrlne. which..
gains ground every day and will lead to faithful imitation not of the

masterworks of art but of the originals offered by nature. could very·'

well be called realism. According to some Indications It will be the IIt~r-
.~.

ature of the t 9th century, the literature of the true" (Wellek 1966, 4: I).•

There is no formal manifesto of Realism in the way that the Prefa~es
I

to the 1802 and 1805 editions 'Or the Lyricai Ballads set the scope and,

limits of English Romanticism. However. a conjun~tion of publications and. .
events In France in the mid-eighteen fifties made Realism a topic for

often .heated debate: "It was in 1855 that the painter Courbet placed

-
the sign 'Du Realisme'" over the door of his one man show.In 1856..

- ,
Edmond Duranty began a short--lived· review called Re'alisr:ne. ~nd 1n the

following year ChampfJeury. an enthusiastic supporter of Courbet and the

)

..
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.
new literature. brought out a volume of critical discussions entitled Le

j)-.

Real!sme. The term was "launched although Its meaning was stili to be

defined" (Becker 1963. 7). rn E~a",d. Thackeray was ,called "chief of·
.~

the Realist school" In Fraser's In 1851 (Stang 148). and an 1853 article

\ .
In Westminster Review discussed Balzac In association with Realism (Becker

1963. 7). The Oxford English Dictionary cites volume four of Ruskln's

Modern .Palnters as ftr~t using the term "realism" In 1856. It is clear.

, then. ,that 'by the mid-eighteen fifties Realism had become topical either

as a "rallying cry or a term of disparagement" (Hemmings 162).

,

The theoretical premise of Realism is that art should eschew the

. ..- -
"Ide_allst metaphysics" (Becker 1963. 6) of Romanticism. and portray in-

stead "things as they really are. In the sense of portraying objectively
. . ,

and; concr~tely the observable details of actual life" (Kaminsky 217). This

apparently simple dictate creates such Innumerable difficulties that It has

be~ome a commonplace that Realism Is one of the most problematic

of term~. One of the major problems is that. the Realists· appear to

have wanted to create a formula for the literal transcription of reality

i!1to art. This very premise is contradictory since. as soon as there ex-'

ists a frame for reality, anything that is within that. frame ceases to

be "reality" and becomes artifact. A gooc;i example of this problem is












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































